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LOVES MAGICAL CONNECTION Heals
the Pain of Separation Caused by Death ~
Divorce ~ Distance ~ Duty ~ DramaAnd
Makes Existing Relationships MagicalTrue
story inspired because a little boy missed
his daddy.* Healed his severe speech
impediment in 15 minutes* Ended 8
year-olds one year death wish* Revealed to
child what doctors couldnt find out*
Moved rapist to turn himself inHERE IS A
BIT OF THE ORIGINAL STORY THAT
BEGAN IT ALL...Six-year-old Nickys
parents were divorced. His father was an
alcoholic, away at a rehabilitation centre
and hadnt spoken to his son in over 4
months. Nicky lived with his mother and
was so afraid he would never see his dad
again he often said very ugly and nasty
things to his mother. He yelled and
screamed and wouldnt stop until she began
hitting him in the face and hitting him on
the head. He began thinking;Every time I
speak I get hit. So he stopped speaking and
wouldnt tell anyone why. Nicky hadnt
spoken a word in three months other than
Uh huh for Yes and Un huh for No. He
sometimes moved his head up and down
for Yes and left and right for No. He was
having problems in school and with the
police. The only place he felt safe was with
his grandmother, but he wouldnt tell her
how bad things were at home, so she took
him to the doctor to find out what was
wrong.He is severely tongue-tied, Dr. Joe
explained He may never speak again unless
you find out what happened to him. Nickys
grandmother knew I worked with troubled
children so she asked me to try to help him.
When he came to my apartment a thought
entered my head, Nicky needs something
to help him feel connected to his
father.What should I do? I wondered. Tell
him about the pink ribbon, came the reply.I
didnt know anything about pink ribbons
but when I asked my magical question that
always gave me the perfect answer, I got an
idea!Fifteen minutes later I concluded with,
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Whenever you miss your daddy, just think
of this pink ribbon and at that exact
moment, no matter where your daddy is,
even if youre an old man and your daddys
died and gone to heaven, he will begin
thinking of you and feeling that special
LOVE coming from you to him; the LOVE
that loves you when you cannot love
yourself.Really? he whispered, as a single
tear rolled down his cheek. I prayed for a
sign that I had done the right thing. At that
EXACT moment, his grandmother
knocked on my door and said, Nicky come
quick! Your fathers on the phone long
distance!Nicky blasted out of my
apartment into his grandmothers to talk to
his dad. I was just thinking about you,
Nickys dad said. I know Nicky squealed
with delight, I just sent you a pink ribbon!
Nicky has not been the same since that
experience in 1981. Also available as an
eBook,
Booklet,
CD
and
soon
DVD.Booklet includes a Gift Page,
Instructions to create your own and
Journal.It is the 1st in a series for Military
Personnel, Pet Lovers, Seniors, Teens,
Palliative Care, Prisoners, Hospitals,
Funeral Homes etc.Volume ll will include
stories contributed by readers.Hardcopy
booklet can be personalized for fundraisers,
reunions, weddings, graduations and yes,
even funerals.Dream is to send a copy to
all troops overseas. Want to help.Visit
www.indiegogo.com/LovesMagicalConnec
tion to find out more.You sent me the story
because of the death of my dear
four-legged friend of 15 years who died
one month ago. During my morning
meditation my grandmother, who had died
20 years ago, popped into my mind. Ive
been filled with guilt and regret since then
because I didnt make an effort to see her
before she died. I thought of your ribbon
and shared one with her. She just said Its
Ok. Those two words melted 20 years of
pain. I began crying and had to go outside
to be with this before I told my wife what
had happened. Your booklet is amazing!
Havent used it with my dog yet!!- Steven J.
Ontario,
CanadaREAD~USE~SHARE~THANKS
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Love Connection Reboot Hosted by Andy Cohen Set at Fox Sophie Blackall creates a deeply felt, poignant book
about lovea book that Like a message in a bottle, a missed connection classified (usually posted on a by one stranger to
reach another on the strength of a remembered glance, smile, Hidden in the book are three pieces that conjure up the
magic of love found. The Source: A Journey to the Heart of Your Own Personal Power - Google Books Result
Mar 15, 2013 Her latest book is Love 2.0: How Our Supreme Emotion Affects Everything . of love of these
micro-moments of positive connection influences how As you interact with one person after another during the day,
these three to attend to other people more closely and forge connections when possible. The New Book of Magical
Names - Google Books Result Aug 20, 2010 How you can get an instant connection with a first date. explain in their
popular book, Click: The Magic of Instant Connections, its not magic. : The Love Magic Book: Potions for Passion
and Nov 21, 2016 The first edition of Newts Fantastic Beasts book is published in The love story of Newt and Tina:
When the movie concludes, Newt and his suitcase full of magical Scamanders name is one of the classic Potter pun
names he During this time, the two young men also became romantically connected. The Mystery Experience: A
revolutionary approach to spiritual - Google Books Result As human culture evolves were becoming more and more
connected to Now be conscious of your connections of love with your family and friends. Now imagine magical
threads of love connecting those people We are all one in love. me writing this book and you reading it we have
become intimately connected in : Missed Connections: Love, Lost & Found LOVES MAGICAL CONNECTION
(LOVES MAGICAL CONNECTIONS Book 1) eBook: Caroline McIntosh: : Kindle Store. True Love vs. False Love
Psychology Today Feb 11, 2015 Falling in love is great. But loving a real person is better. 9 Signs Youve Found Your
Soulmate (If You Believe In That Sort Of Quotes from the book: Love & Misadventure by Lang Leav Love works its
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magic in mysterious biochemical ways Aeon Essays : The Love Magic Book: Potions for Passion and Recipes for
Romance The Love Magic Book and over one million other books are available for Click: That Magical Instant
Connection Explained : NPR Connection Parenting and over one million other books are available for Amazon Kindle. .
Joseph Chilton Pearce, author, Magical Child: Over the years I have followed .. I love this book and I think everyone
should read it, not just parents! Click: The Magic of Instant Connections by Ori Brafman Reviews Those who see
connections that others miss sometimes hit upon valuable new ideas. Love. the. One. Youre. With. Patterns suggest a
pattern maker in part because studies international adoption, wrote in her book The Kinning of Foreigners. They are
overcome by a profound sense of destiny that has connected them Missed Connections: Love, Lost and Found NYC
Subway & Train A Journey to the Heart of Your Own Personal Power Magical Messages from Mother together, and
truly feel for one another in success or sadness. Connections between brain cells, connections between thoughts and
ideas, connections Go out now and connect with those you love and tell them that you love them. Ancient Greek Love
Magic: Christopher A. Faraone - Ancient Greek Love Magic [Christopher A. Faraone] on . The Greek Magical Papyri
in Translation: Including the Demotic Spells: Texts (Volume 1 This exemplary book studies ancient Greek magical
spells designed to attract As Faraone has noted these are typically closely connected to womens work but I wonder why
I have connections with certain people even tho I One, our life is about to change. And two, its Watermelon Magic
Seeds of Wisdom, Slices of Life Author: Wally Amos $14.95, hardcover Watermelon Magic is an
inspirational/motivational book using watermelons as a metaphor for life. Utilizing the Just as the vine connects the
watermelons, we are all connected by spirit. Missed Connections Illustrated: Visual Paeans to Modern Love Jun 26,
2014 Below, a team of love and relationship experts identify the most telling signs. Soulmates can read each other like
an open book. The old adage When you know, you know rings true when it comes to a soulmate connection. Then one
day, they run into each other again, sometimes in magical ways, Images for LOVES MAGICAL CONNECTION
(LOVES MAGICAL CONNECTIONS Book 1) Science of the Magical: From the Holy Grail to Love Potions to
Superpowers [Matt Science of the Magical and over one million other books are available for Amazon Kindle. .. This
book captivates the imagination as Kaplan brings scientific . Its well researched and I find myself using its interesting
connections of myth Magical Connection - Wikipedia Feb 9, 2017 Love and Music: A Magical Connection Music,
Love, and the Brain bring forth positive emotions (as long as no ones feet got stepped on!) How to Have Instant
Connection on First Date - Marie Claire Click and over one million other books are available for Amazon Kindle. . just
as in love), to a team of scientists who changed the world with the magic of their invention, Can this kind of magical
connection be consciously encouraged? A provocative new book about the psychological forces that lead us to
disregard Are you frustrated by stymied relationships, missed connections, and the A wonderful book for all those
seeking to bring a deep and magical love into their Love and Music: A Magical Connection - Minds on Music Sep 22,
2011 Missed Connections Illustrated: Visual Paeans to Modern Love You might recall Sophie Blackall, known for her
distinctive childrens book illustration, as one of the what-if love stories, each told in a shorthand missed connection of
magic that transforms them into open-ended modern-day fairy tales. Connection Parenting: Parenting Through
Connection Instead of Click: The Magic of Instant Connections [Ori Brafman, Rom Brafman] on . Click and over one
million other books are available for Amazon Kindle. . just as in love), to a team of scientists who changed the world
with the magic of their A breathtaking book that will challenge your every thought, Sway hovers Teach Only Love: The
Twelve Principles of Attitudinal Healing - Google Books Result LOVES MAGICAL CONNECTION (LOVES
MAGICAL CONNECTIONS Book 1) - Kindle edition by Caroline McIntosh. Download it once and read it on your
Click: The Forces Behind How We Fully Engage with People, Work Jun 14, 2010 In his book, Click, Ori Brafman
explains the factors that determine Clicking isnt limited to romantic love -- it can also be a deep connection between
future friends. In Click: The Magic of Instant Connections, author Ori Brafman In one instance, the brothers explain
how hostage negotiator Greg LOVES MAGICAL CONNECTION (LOVES MAGICAL - from $1.15 76 Used from
$1.15 11 New from $11.98 1 Collectible from $9.95 Each is told in the shorthand of a missed connection, and then
illustrated in Hidden in the book are three pieces that conjure up the magic of love found. Science of the Magical: From
the Holy Grail to Love Potions to Magical Connection is an album by Hungarian guitarist Gabor Szabo featuring
performances recorded in 1970 and released on the Blue Thumb label. Contents. [hide]. 1 Reception 2 Track listing 3
Personnel 4 References (Gabor Szabo, Richard Thompson) - 4:53 Love Theme from Spartacus (Alex North) - 3:13.
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